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THE BIG FIVE FACTORS AND PERSONALITY TRAITS

The article researches is devoted to five core personality traits. Evidence of this theory has been grow
ing for many years, beginning with the research of D. W. Fiske (1949) and later expanded upon by other 
researchers including Norman (1967), Smith (1967), Goldberg (1981), and McCrae & Costa (1987). The «Big 
five» are broad categories of personality traits. While there is a significant body of literature supporting this 
fivetraits model of personality, researchers don’t always agree on the exact labels for each dimension. It is 
important to note that each of the five personality traits represents a range between two extremes. For ex
ample, extraversion represents a continuum between extreme extraversion and extreme introversion. In the 
real world, most people lie somewhere in between the two polar ends of each dimension. In the world of 
psychology research, personality is a little more complicated. The definition of personality can be complex, 
and the way it is defined can influence how it is understood and measured. According to the researchers at 
the Personality Project, personality is: «the coherent pattern of affect, cognition, and desires (goals) as they 
lead to behavior» (Revelle, 2013). In the words of the American Psychological Association (APA), personality 
is: «individual differences in characteristic patterns of thinking, feeling, and behaving» (APA, 2017).

Key words: the «Вig five» questionnaire, personality, personality traits.
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Үл кен бес тік тің фак торлары және тұл ға қасиеттері

Мақалада же ке тұлғaның құ ры лы мының не гіз гі же ке бес қaсиет тері қарастырылды. Көп те ген 
жылдaр бойы DW Fiske (1949), Norman (1967), Smith (1967), Goldberg (1981) жә не McCrae & Costa 
(1987) зерт теу ле рі осы мә се ле ні дә лел де ді. «Үл кен бес тік» – тұлғaлық қaсиет тер дің кең кaте го
риясы. Бү гін гі күн ге де йін  бұл бес ерек ше лік ті көр се те тін тұлғaлық мо дел ді қолдaйт ын біршaмa 
жұ мыстaр болсa дa, әр бір өл шем нің нaқты aтaулaры мен зерт теу ші лер ке ліс пейді. Тұлғaның 
бес қaсиеті нің әрқaйсы сы екі шет тің aрaсындaғы диaпaзон ды көр се те ті нін aтaп өту мaңыз ды. 
Мысaлы, экс трaвер сия – экст ремaлды экс трaвер сия мен экст ремaлды инт ро вер сия aрaсындaғы 
кон ти нуум ды көр се те ді. Шынaйы өмір де aдaмдaрдың кө бі сі әр өл шем нің екі по ляр лы ше ті нің 
aрaсындa орнaлaсaды. Пси хо ло гия лық зерт теу лер әле мін де тұлғa құ ры лы мы әл деқaйдa күр де лі. 
Тұлғaның aнықтaмaсы күр де лі, оның aнықтaлуы оны тү сі ну ге жә не өл шеуге әсер етуі мүм кін. Көп
те ген aвторлaрдың пі кі рі бо йын шa, тұлғa – бұл «... мі незқұлық тың құрaмдaс бө лі гі болғaндықтaн, 
aффект тің, тaным ның жә не қaлaудың (мaқсaттaры ның) кон ти нуумы» (Revelle, 2013). Аме рикaлық 
пси хо ло гия лық қaуымдaстық (APA) бо йын шa, тұлғa – бұл «ойлaу, се зім жә не мі незқұлық тың же ке 
ерек ше лік те рі» (APA, 2017).

Тү йін  сөз дер: «Үл кен бес тік» сaуaлнaмaсы, тұлғa, тұлғaлық қaсиет тер.
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Фак торы боль шой пя тер ки и чер ты лич ности

Статья исс ле довaнием посвящена исследованию ст рук туры лич нос ти в ви де пя ти ос нов ных 
черт лич нос ти. В те че ние мно гих лет преоблaдaют исс ле довa ния, ко то рые докaзывaют дaнное 
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по ло же ние, нaчинaя с исс ле довa ний DW Fiske (1949), вк лючaя Norman (1967), Smith (1967), Gold
berg (1981), and McCrae & Costa (1987). «Боль шaя пя теркa» – это ши ро кие кaте го рии лич ност ных 
черт. Нес мот ря нa то, что нa се год ня ший день дaнной проб ле ме пос вя ще но знaчи тель ное ко
ли че ст во рaбот, ко то рые под дер живaют эту мо дель лич нос ти с пятью чертaми, исс ле довaте ли 
не всегдa соглaсны с точ ны ми нaзвa ниями кaждо го из ме ре ния. Вaжно от ме тить, что кaждaя из 
пя ти черт лич нос ти предстaвляет со бой диaпaзон меж ду дву мя крaйнос тя ми. Нaпри мер, экс
трaвер сия предстaвляет со бой кон ти нуум меж ду экст ремaль ной экс трaвер сией и экст ремaль
ной инт ро вер сией. В реaль ном ми ре боль шинс тво лю дей лежaт гдето меж ду дву мя по ляр ны ми 
крaями кaждо го из ме ре ния. В ми ре пси хо ло ги чес ких исс ле довa ний ст рук турa лич нос ти нaмно го 
слож нее. Оп ре де ле ние лич нос ти мо жет быть слож ным, и спо соб, ко то рым онa оп ре де ляет ся, 
мо жет влиять нa ее по нимa ние и из ме ре ние. Соглaсно мно гим aвторaм, лич ность – это «…кон ти
ниум aффектa, познa ния и желa ний (це лей), пос кольку они яв ляют ся состaвляющи ми по ве де ния» 
(Revelle, 2013). Соглaсно Аме рикaнс кой пси хо ло ги чес кой aссо циaции (APA), лич ность – это «ин
ди ви дуaльные рaзли чия в хaрaктер ных обрaзцaх мыш ле ния, чувс твa и по ве де ния» (APA, 2017).

Клю че вые словa: оп рос ник «Боль шaя пя теркa», лич ность, лич ност ные чер ты.

Introduction

Personality is an easy conce�t to gras� for most 
of us. It’s what makes you «you». It encom�asses 
all the traits, characteristics, and quirks that set you 
a�art from everyone else.

In the world of �sychology research, �ersonality 
is a little more com�licated. The definition of 
�ersonality can be com�lex, and the way it is defined 
can influence how it is understood and measured.

According to the researchers at the Personality 
Project, �ersonality is: «the coherent �attern 
of affect, cognition, and desires (goals) as they 
lead to behavior» (Revelle, 2013). In the words 
of the American Psychological Association 
(APA), �ersonality is: «individual differences in 
characteristic �atterns of thinking, feeling, and 
behaving» (APA, 2017).

�owever you describe �ersonality, it’s clear 
that �ersonality has a big im�act on life. In fact, 
�ersonality has been found to correlate strongly 
with life satisfaction (Boyce, Wood, & Powdthavee, 
2013). With such a large �otential im�act on life, it’s 
im�ortant to have a reliable way to conce�tualize 
and measure �ersonality.

The most �revalent �ersonality framework is the 
«Big Five,» or the five-factor model of �ersonality. 
Not only does this theory of �ersonality a��ly in 
multi�le countries and cultures around the world 
(Schmitt et al., 2007), there is a valid and reliable 
assessment scale for measuring the five factors.

But to understand how we got to the Big Five, 
we have to go back to the beginning of �ersonality 
research.

Personality Research: A Brief Review
The history of �ersonality research can be 

roughly divided into six �eriods, characterized 
by different �revailing theories and underlying 
�hiloso�hies.

Ancient Greece
It seems that as long as there have been humans 

with �ersonalities, there have been �ersonality 
theories, classifications, and systems.

�i��ocrates (the father of the �i��ocratic 
Oath, which health workers still recite to this day) 
hy�othesized two �oles on which tem�erament 
could vary: hot vs. cold and moist vs. dry. This idea 
results in four �ossible combinations (hot/moist, 
hot/dry, cold/moist, cold/dry) called «humors» that 
were thought to be the key factors in both health 
issues and �ersonality �eculiarities.

Later, Plato suggested a classification 
of four �ersonality ty�es or factors: artistic, 
sensible, intuitive, and reasoning. �is renowned 
student, Aristotle, �ro�osed a similar set of factors 
that could ex�lain �ersonality: iconic (or artistic), 
�istic (or common sense), noetic (intuition) and 
dianoetic (or logic).

While Aristotle mused on a �ossible connection 
between the physical body and �ersonality, this 
connection was not a wides�read belief until the 
rise of �hrenology and the shocking case of Phineas 
Gage.

Phrenology and Phineas Gage
Phrenology is a �seudoscience, or «science» 

that is not based on any actual, verifiable 
evidence, that was �romoted by a neuroanatomist 
named Franz Gall in the late 18th century. This 
�seudoscience hy�othesizes a direct relationshi� 
between the �hysical �ro�erties of different areas 
of the brain (such as size, sha�e, and density) and 
o�inions, attitudes, and behaviors.

While this �seudoscience was debunked 
relatively quickly, it marked one of the first attem�ts 
to tether the �hysical brain to the individual’s 
traits and characteristics. The disa��ointment of 
�hrenology’s failure to �rovide solid evidence of 
this connection did not last long.
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Sigmund Freud
Sigmund Freud is best known as the father 

of �sychoanalysis, an intensive form of thera�y 
that digs dee� into an individual’s life, es�ecially 
their childhood, to understand and treat their 
�sychological ailments.

�owever, he also did extensive work on 
�ersonality, some of which is �robably familiar to 
you. One of his most fleshed out theories held that 
the human mind consists of three �arts: the id, the 
ego, and the su�erego.

The id is the �rimal �art of the human mind that 
runs on instinct and aims for survival at all costs. The 
ego bridges the ga� between the id and our day-to-
day ex�eriences, �roviding realistic ways to achieve 
the wants and needs of the id and coming u� with 
justifications and rationalizations for these desires. 
The su�erego is the �ortion that re�resents humans’ 
higher qualities, �roviding the moral framework that 
humans use to regulate their baser behavior.

While there has not been much evidence found 
to su��ort Freud’s idea of a three-�art mind, this 
theory did bring awareness to the fact that at least 
some thoughts, behaviors, and motivations are 
unconscious. We began to believe that a �erson’s 
behavior was truly the ti� of the iceberg when 
assessing their attitudes, o�inions, beliefs, and 
unique �ersonality.

Carl Jung
Jung was influenced by his mentor Freud, but 

ultimately came u� with a much different system 
of �ersonality. Jung believed that there were some 
overarching «ty�es» of �ersonality that each �erson 
could be classified into based on dichotmous 
variables.

For exam�le, Jung believed that individuals 
were firmly within one of two cam�s:

1) Introverts – gain energy from the «internal 
world» or from solitude with the self

2) Extroverts – gain energy from the «external 
world» or interactions with others

This idea is still extremely �revalent today, and 
research has shown that this is a useful differentiator 
between two relatively distinct ty�es of �eo�le. 
�owever, many of today’s �sychologists see the 
s�ectrum between introvert and extrovert as one that 
individuals can regularly traverse, rather than one in 
which individuals �ermanently �lant their roots at a 
certain �oint.

Further, Jung identified what he found to be four 
essential �sychological functions:

1. Thinking 2. Feeling 3. Sensation 4. Intuition
�e believed that each of these functions could be 

ex�erienced in an introverted or extroverted fashion, 

and that one of these functions is more dominant 
than the others in each �erson.

Jung’s work on �ersonality had a huge im�act 
on the field of �ersonality research, an im�act that 
is still being felt today. In fact, the �o�ular �yers-
Briggs Ty�e Indicator test is based in �art on Jung’s 
theories of �ersonality.

Abraham �aslow and Carl Rogers
Abraham �aslow built on the idea that Freud 

brought into the mainstream, that at least some 
as�ects or drivers of �ersonality are buried dee� 
within the unconscious mind.

�aslow hy�othesized that �ersonality is driven 
by a set of needs that each human has. �e organized 
these needs into a hierarchy, with each level 
generally requiring fulfillment before a higher level 
can be fulfilled.

The �yramid is organized from bottom to to� 
here, beginning with the most basic need (�cLeod, 
2007):

Physiological needs (food, water, warmth, rest)
Safety needs (security, safety)
Belongingness and love needs (intimate 

relationshi�s, friends)
Esteem needs (�restige and feelings of 

accom�lishment)
Self-actualization needs (achieving one’s full 

�otential, self-fulfillment)
�aslow believed that all humans aimed to fulfill 

these needs, usually in order from most basic to 
most transcendent, and that these motivations result 
in the behaviors that make u� a �ersonality.

Carl Rogers built off of �aslow’s work, 
agreeing that all humans strive to fulfill needs, but 
disagreeing that there is a one-way relationshi� 
between striving towards need fulfillment and 
�ersonality. Rogers believed that the many different 
ways humans utilize in trying to meet these needs 
s�ring from �ersonality, rather than the other way 
around.

Rogers’ contributions to the field of �ersonality 
research signaled a shift in thinking about 
�ersonality. Personality was starting to be seen as a 
collection of traits and characteristics that were not 
necessarily �ermanent rather than a single, succinct 
construct that can be easily described.

�ulti�le Personality Traits
In the 1940s, �sychologist �ans Eysenck built 

off of Jung’s dichotomy of introversion versus 
extraversion. �e hy�othesized that there were only 
two defining �ersonality traits: extraversion and 
neuroticism. Individuals could be high or low on 
each of these traits, leading to four key ty�es of 
�ersonalities.
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Eysenck also connected �ersonality to the 
�hysical body in a much more extensive way 
than most �revious �ersonality researchers and 
�hiloso�hers. �e �osited that differences in the 
limbic system resulted in differences in hormones 
and hormonal activation. Those who were already 
highly stimulated (introverts) would naturally seek 
out less stimulation while those on the lower end 
(extroverts) would search for greater stimulation.

Eysenck’s thoroughness in connecting the body 
to the mind, or �ersonality, �ushed the field toward 
a more scientific ex�loration of �ersonality based on 
objective evidence rather than solely �hiloso�hical 
musings.

Lewis Goldberg may be the most �rominent 
researcher in the field of �ersonality �sychology. 
�is groundbreaking work whittled down Raymond 
Cattell’s 16 «fundamental factors» of �ersonality 
into five �rimary factors, similar to the five factors 
found by fellow �sychology researchers in the 
1960s.

This five factor model caught the attention of 
two other renowned �ersonality researchers, Paul 
Costa and Robert �cCrae, who confirmed the 
validity of this model. This model was termed the 
«Big Five» and launched thousands of ex�lorations 
of �ersonality within its framework, across multi�le 
continents and cultures and with a wide variety of 
�o�ulations.

The Big Five brings us u� to about the current 
era in �ersonality research. The Big Five theory still 
holds sway as the �revailing theory of �ersonality, 
but some of the salient as�ects of current �ersonality 
research include:

Conce�tualizing traits on a s�ectrum instead of 
as dichotomous variables

Contextual �ersonality traits (ex�loring how 
�ersonality shifts based on environment and time)

Em�hasis on the biological bases of �ersonality 
and behavior

OCEAN: The Five Factors
These five factors do not �rovide com�letely 

exhaustive ex�lanations of �ersonality, but they are 
known as the «Big Five» because they encom�ass 
a large �ortion of �ersonality-related terms. The 
five factors are not necessarily traits in and of 
themselves, but factors in which many related traits 
and characteristics fit.

A �o�ular acronym for the Big Five is «OCEAN.» 
The five factors are laid out in that order here.

O�enness to Ex�erience
O�enness to ex�erience has been described as 

the de�th and com�lexity of an individual’s mental 
life and ex�eriences (John & Srivastava, 1999). It 

is also sometimes called intellect or imagination. 
O�enness to ex�erience concerns an individual’s 
willingness to try to new things, to be vulnerable, 
and the ability to think outside the box.

Conscientiousness
Conscientiousness is a trait that can be described 

as the tendency to control im�ulses and act in 
socially acce�table ways, behaviors that facilitate 
goal-directed behavior (John&Srivastava, 1999). 
Conscientious �eo�le excel in their ability to delay 
gratification, work within the rules, and �lan and 
organize effectively.

Extraversion
This factor has two familiar ends of the s�ectrum: 

extraversion and introversion. It concerns where an 
individual draws their energy and how they interact 
with others. In general, extroverts draw energy or 
«recharge» from interacting with others, while 
introverts get tired from interacting with others and 
re�lenish their energy from solitude.

Agreeableness
This factor concerns how well �eo�le get along 

with others. While extraversion concerns sources of 
energy and the �ursuit of interactions with others, 
agreeableness concerns your orientation to others. 
It is a construct that rests on how you generally 
interact with others.

Neuroticism
Neuroticism is the one Big Five factor in which a 

high score indicates more negative traits. Neuroticism 
is not a factor of meanness or incom�etence, but one 
of confidence and being comfortable in one’s own 
skin. It encom�asses one’s emotional stability and 
general tem�er.

Assessing the Big Five
There have been a few attem�ts to measure 

the five factors of the Big Five framework, but the 
most reliable and valid measurements come from 
the Big Five Inventory (BFI) and the Revised NEO 
Personality Inventory (NEO PI-R).

Big Five Inventory
This inventory was develo�ed by Goldberg in 

1993 to measure the five dimensions of the Big Five 
�ersonality framework. It contains 44 items and 
measures each factor through its corres�onding facets. 

The res�onses to items concerning these facets 
are combined and summarized to �roduce a score 
on each factor. This inventory has been used 
extensively in �sychology research and is still quite 
�o�ular, although the NEO PI-R has also gained 
much attention in recent years.

NEO PI-R
The original NEO Personality Inventory (NEO 

PI) was created by �ersonality researchers Paul 
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Costa, Jr. and Robert �cCrae in 1978. It was later 
revised to kee� u� with the changing times, once 
in 1990, once in 2005, and again in 2010. Initially, 
the NEO PI was named for the three main domains 
as the researchers understood them at the time: 
neuroticism, extraversion, and o�enness.

This scale is also based on the six facets of each 
factor, and includes 240 items rated on a 5-�oint 
scale. For a shorter scale, Costa and �cCrae also 
offer the NEO Five-Factor Inventory (NEO FFI), 
which contains only 60 items and measures just the 
overall domains instead of all facets.

The NEO PI-R requires only a 6th grade reading 
level and can be self-administered (taken as an 
individual without a scoring �rofessional).

Access to the NEO PI-R is ke�t on a stricter 
lockdown than the BFI, but you can learn more 
about the scale or �urchase it for your own use.

Discussion
Personality is a com�lex to�ic of research 

in �sychology, with a long history of shifting 
�hiloso�hies and theories. While it’s easy to 
conce�tualize �ersonality on a day-to-day level, 
conducting valid scientific research on �ersonality 
can be much more com�lex.

The Big Five can hel� you to learn more about 
your unique �ersonality and hel� you decide where 
to focus your energy and attention. The first ste� to 
effectively leveraging your strengths is to learn what 
your strengths are. 
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